
 
 
 
 

Popular Road Scholar Collections 
 
 
Aegean Odyssey 
In the spring of 2020, Road Scholar launches its first-ever floating campus aboard the 350-
passenger ship Aegean Odyssey. 
 
France – Destination of the Year - 2019 
Destination of the Year in 2019. From the sun-splashed vineyards of the Loire Valley to the 
sophisticated charm of Paris, explore authentic France on journeys alongside top-notch 
instructors.  
 
Grandparent Programs 
Road Scholar creates grandchild learning adventures packed with exciting field trips designed 
to keep explorers of all ages engaged. 
 
Solo Travelers 
Road Scholar is renowned for offering a warm and welcoming atmosphere for solo 
travelers, particularly solo female travelers. Each year, 1 in 4 travels solo with the not-for-
profit organization. In many cases, RS offers no single supplement, and roommate matching 
opportunities. 
 
Cuba  
Road Scholar is proud to be the largest not-for-profit provider of learning adventures in Cuba.  
 
New Programs  
Road Scholar is constantly developing new ways for baby boomers and beyond to discover the 
world. The organization launches new itineraries by land and at sea each year to spectacular 
destinations around the globe. 
 
National Parks 
Discover National Parks with expert naturalists on programs highlighting nature’s very best 
throughout the U.S. and Canada. 
 
Signature Cities 
Discover the best of vibrant cities around the world, from Vancouver to New York to 
Marrakech.  
 
Walking and Hiking 
Lace up your hiking boots on programs featuring expert-led hikes and walks in destinations 
around the world.  
 



Small Ships 
Learn and explore aboard small ships that can close-cruise scenic coast lines and access off-the-
beaten-path ports that larger ships can’t reach.   
 
On the Road  
Set out to discover America and Canada on four wheels.  
 
Riverboat  
Steamboat down the Mississippi, experience France along the Rhône or discover India from the 
Ganges River. Road Scholar’s enriching programs aboard riverboats let participants observe life 
along the river in cities and rural villages, offering an experience akin to a small floating hotel. 
 
Independent City Discoveries 
Learn with a Group Leader and enjoy educational programming while also getting free time to 
explore the city independently. These programs include lectures, self-guided excursions and 
passes for public transit and museums. 

 
Get-Togethers 
Join a large-group gathering of Road Scholar participants from around the nation for a week of 
fellowship, learning and fun! Get-Togethers feature an array of in-depth lectures, field trips and 
activities in some of most magnificent landscapes in America and abroad.  

 
 

 


